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1. Adam took quite (    ) pictures while he was on vacation in Hawaii. 

(A) some (B) a few (C) many (D) a lot 

 

2. Let’s take another look at (    ) far we have progressed today. I think that 

we have almost finished the report. 

(A)   how (B)   so (C)   as (D)   too 

 

3. Richard will (    ) biology and chemistry classes this year. 

(A)   takes (B)   taking (C)   be taking (D)   to take 

 

4. After waiting three hours for her train, Susan demanded (    ) with the 

station manager. 

(A)   speaking (B)   spoke 

(C)   to speak (D)   had spoken 

 

5. Takashi knows so many words in English. He’s (    ) we call a walking 

dictionary. 

(A)   what (B)   that (C)   which (D)   why 

 

6. Why didn’t you call? If I (    ) you were coming, I would have prepared 

more food. 

(A)   know (B)   did know (C)   have known (D)   had known 

 

7. This sweater was very expensive because it’s made (    ) special silk. 

(A)   from (B)   by (C)   in (D)   for 

 

8. (    ) yesterday was a national holiday, the students still had to attend 

classes. 

(A)   Nevertheless (B)   Despite (C)   However (D)   Although 

 

9. I’m very happy with my visit to Toronto. The trip (    ) have been better. 

(A)   will not (B)   cannot (C)   would not (D)   could not 

 

10. Make sure you wash the dishes and turn off the lights (    ) you go to bed. 

(A)   until (B)   before (C)   during (D)   while 

 

11. Professor Smith is so busy this week that students can only see her by 

(    ). 

(A)   reservation (B)   schedule 

(C)   appointment (D)   engagement 

 

12. Harvard University has the (    ) of being one of the best places to study 

law. 



(A)   evaluation (B)   assessment 

(C)   reputation (D)   achievement 

 

13. Erica is always reading something. She has such a wide (    ) of interests. 

(A)   amount (B)   quantity (C)   choice (D)   range 

 

14. I don’t know for sure who is to (    ) for this mistake in the report. 

(A)   blame (B)   scold (C)   accuse (D)   charge 

 

15. It was (    ) that up to 10, 000 books were destroyed or badly damaged by 

a fire in the library. 

(A)   totaled (B)   estimated (C)   added (D)   copied 

 

16. If you ever come to Nagoya, feel free to (    ) and see me. 

(A)   put up (B)   drop by (C)   come off (D)   get on 

 

17. The meeting has been (    ) until next week because too many people 

cannot attend. 

(A)   interrupted (B)   removed (C)   replaced (D)   postponed 

 

18. The company spent a great (    ) of money trying to fix the air-conditioning 

system. 

(A)   deal (B)   figure (C)   total (D)   number 

 

19. I still need to borrow a tent from Mary and Bill for our camping trip. 

(     ) than that, I think we have everything we need. 

(A)   Except (B)   Besides (C)   Other (D)   Aside 

 

20. Make sure that you have the (    ) fare for the bus as the driver will not 

give change. 

(A)   adequate (B)   enough (C)   suitable (D)   exact 

 


